An interspecies computational study on limb lengthening.
Distraction osteogenesis is a surgical technique that produces large volumes of new bone by gradually separating two osteotomized bone segments. A previously proposed mechanical-based model that includes the effect of pre-traction stresses (stress level in the gap tissue before each distraction step) during limb lengthening is used here. In the present work, the spatial and temporal patterns of tissue distribution during distraction osteogenesis in different species (sheep, rabbit) and in the human are compared numerically to predict experimental results. Interspecies differential characteristics such as size, distraction protocol, and rate of distraction, among others, are chosen according to experiments. Tissue distributions and reaction forces are then analysed as indicators of the healing pattern. The results obtained are in agreement with experimental findings regarding both tissue distribution and reaction forces. The ability of the model to qualitatively predict the two animal models and the human healing pattern in distraction osteogenesis indicates its potential in understanding the influence of mechanics in this complex process.